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CLASS OF ’64
LEAVES A LEGACY:

Yearbook photography provided by The Ilium via Taylor Archives
Photograph by Shannon Smagala

ALUMNI GIVE LARGEST 50TH REUNION GIFT IN TAYLOR HISTORY
David Adams &
Erika Norton
Co-Editors in Chief

When retired 3M executive Ron Scott
(’64) visited Taylor for homecoming
nearly a decade ago, the 50th reunion
class presented a gift to the university—and inspiration to Scott.
In what fellow ’64 alumnus Jack
Van Vessem described as a spiritual
experience, Scott envisioned returning with his classmates to present the
largest-ever 50th reunion class gift.
The idea would motivate Scott and
many of his classmates to reconnect
over the next eight years.
Today, the class of 1964 completed
Scott’s mission. Members of Legacy
’64, the team in charge of connecting
their classmates and raising the money, presented their $4,262,854 gift in
chapel this morning. Their contribution is the largest 50th class reunion
gift in university history, surpassing
the next largest 50th reunion gift by
nearly $1 million.
But Scott wasn’t with his classmates. Although he committed
wholeheartedly to Legacy ’64, Scott
lost a battle with cancer in 2013 before
he could realize his vision.

In presenting their 50th reunion
gift, Scott’s classmates honored his
memory. How they achieved this
goal is a testament to their passion
for Taylor and their desire to secure
its future mission.
Scott began reconnecting with his
classmates and reigniting their passion for Taylor soon after his epiphany at Homecoming. He first brought a
small group of his classmates around
him and shared his vision, Van Vessem said.
The initial members of the Legacy
’64 leadership team reached out to
the scattered members of their class.
Retired Taylor Dean of Students Walt
Campbell, ’64, said the team started
with their friends and worked out
from there, using tools like a prayer
chain and newsletters to keep everyone in the loop.
Campbell said their focus was not
on money but on relationships and
connecting with classmates all over
the country.
In 2006, Legacy ’64 leaders began
to meet on campus twice annually
to plan for their 50th reunion—some
traveling from as far as Texas and California. At their earliest meetings,

Legacy ’64 set forth its mission statement and its goal: to raise $4.2 million,
according to leadership committee member Marcy Mays. The team
would have to begin sooner than any
other 50th reunion class had.
“(Scott) felt like pulling some of
the classmates together in advance
would help us to promote the value
of Taylor and what Taylor has to offer students today and in the future,”
Mays said. “We wanted to give each
class member a glimpse of what Taylor is today and remember what it
was to us.”
The class of ’64’s goal of reconnecting came to fruition at their 45th Reunion, which was the largest ever,
according to Executive Director of
Development Mike Falder. One member of the class even paid for the rest
of the returning alumni to stay in a
hotel together.
Legacy ’64 reached the $1 million mark in 2010, riding high on
the success of their 45th reunion.
However, the team would soon
have to overcome a serious blow to
their leadership.
In 2013, Scott’s death shocked the
Legacy ’64 team as they entered the
final year and a half of fundraising.

Falder said Scott’s absence challenged
the team, but they stepped up to fill
the enormous shoes Scott left behind.
“There was never a whimper of
doubt as to whether we would continue with the same vigor,” Van Vessem
said. “Ron had inculcated in us this
vision, and with or without him we
were moving ahead. There was never a question as to whether we would
continue and press toward the mark.”
Legacy ’64 continued to progress
following Scott’s death, but the
group’s goal remained out of reach
as recently as last week. As of Oct.
7, they were $65,000 short. Nearly
double that amount came in over
the past week, and the amount will
continue to increase through the
end of 2014.
As the gift has grown over the last
eight years, so too has its impact
on Taylor. Legacy ’64 provided significant funding for Euler Science
Complex, the Center for Scripture
Engagement and the Taylor Fund, according to the Development Office.
An endowed scholarship also bears
the Legacy ’64 name.
“It’s these kinds of gifts—(through)
people that have a heart for Taylor,
Taylor’s mission and vision—that

keep this place vibrant,” said Phil
Collins, interim dean of the School of
Humanities, Arts and Biblical Studies
and co-executive director of the Center for Scripture Engagement. “We
can’t begin to function without people who have a heart and who give.”
Legacy ’64 reinvented the way
alumni reconnect with their classes,
endearing themselves to the Taylor
community in unprecedented ways,
Falder said. The class of ’64 hopes its
efforts will inspire future classes to
follow in their footsteps.
Even half a century removed from
their time at Taylor, Legacy ’64’s ultimate goal is to ensure future Taylor students experience the same
life-changing four years as they did,
Campbell said.
In the end, the vision that began
with one man is now a Taylor legacy.
“Thanks to the sacrificial efforts of
the Legacy ’64 committee, Taylor students and programs will realize the
impact of this gift for years to come,”
President Eugene Habecker said. “We
are incredibly grateful for this group
of alumni’s foresight and also for the
joyful way in which they have given.
We will never forget their impact and
blessing of Legacy ’64.”
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Jim gives Joan a lot of credit for having stuck with him over their 50 years of marriage.

Following a detour
New beginnings create
new experiences
Lindsay Robinson
Life & Times Co-Editor

As a soon-to-be graduate of Asbury
Seminary in 1968, Taylor alum Jim
Mathis faced an unusual problem.
The denomination he was preparing
to enter suddenly combined with a
different denomination. Suddenly, he
was a young preacher without a denomination—and without a church
to pastor.
While Mathis floundered, Taylor called and asked him to return
to work as a men’s residence hall
director. Accepting this job would
mean taking a detour from a path he
thought followed his calling.
Even before attending Taylor, he felt
called to be a pastor and planned to
head straight into ministry after seminary. Mathis graduated from Taylor
in 1964 with a degree in sociology and

religion. He met his wife Joan at Taylor and they married in 1965 after he
graduated. Although being the hall
director of a men’s dorm was a ministry, it was not the type of service
he anticipated.
Mathis accepted the job offer, but
clarified that he did not wish to make
his career at Taylor. He signed a fiveyear contract before he and his wife
moved into Wengatz, thinking it
would give him enough time to search
for a new denomination.
He spent his first two years working
at Taylor as the Wengatz hall director
and took an additional job at what is
now known as the Student Development Office his second year. His third
year, he ended up switching over as
the hall director of Sammy Morris and
remained there for the final two years
of his contract.
During his fourth year, Mathis
was approached by members of a
small church that had just started in
town called the Upland Evangelical

Mennonite Church. Wally and Marlene Roth were founding members.
She said that for the first two years
the church met in the Upland Lions
Club fieldhouse in a park on the east
side of Upland.
“The nursery was actually in the lady’s restroom in the park there,” Marlene Roth explained.
Roth’s husband had been Mathis’s
hall director during Mathis’s time
as a Taylor student. Roth described
Mathis as an energetic, enthusiastic
student—just the type of person the
congregation wanted to lead their
young church.
In its infancy, the church saw potential to reach out to the greater
community of Upland. It found an
opportunity to bring Taylor and the
surrounding community together
through worship.
After a promising first year of pastoring the church, Mathis resigned
from Taylor to concentrate on his
duties as a full-time pastor. Upon

October 17, 2014

News Co-Editor

Beneath her perfectly manicured
nails, painted a glossy pink, Julienne Johnson’s hands are alive with
a fierce energy. Scorning paintbrushes, she hurls paint onto the canvas,
along with screws, netting and pop
tabs. Calling herself “god of the canvas,” she feels a compulsion to create
the work, even though she couldn’t
tell you exactly why.
Beneath her Southern California
glamour—black leather boots with
two-and-a-half inch heels, wavy blond
hair and bright smile—Johnson is an

internationally recognized artist who
says God is using her diverse cultural
background to break down cultural
and religious walls.
Beneath her tranquility lies a
zest for life that art critic Peter
Frank describes as an “enthusiastic earnestness.”
Johnson, a Taylor alumna who entered with the class of ’64, does not
look the part of the stereotypical artist, otherworldly and paint-stained.
Her journey to the opening of
“Structure and Passion,” her first exhibition at Taylor, is no still life. Like
Johnson’s work, her story is marked
by seismic changes that combine to
create unexpected beauty.
As a child growing up in Michigan,
Johnson’s parents denounced art and
refused to let her study it, even when

a teacher recognized her talent and
offered her free lessons.
She decided to pursue writing instead, until a single typo on her first
essay at Taylor landed her an “F.”
“I was devastated,” Johnson said.
“Devastated.”
Leaving Taylor after her freshman
year, Johnson painted and sold landscapes and still lifes from age 20 to
30 to bring in extra money. She knew
that this style wasn’t her calling, so
she resolved to continue her art education someday.
“I wanted to do something deeper,”
Johnson said. “I had a plan to go back
to school, and I never gave up.”
Johnson put her dream on hold after her marriage to musician and producer Keith Edwards pulled her into
the music world. She went to music

Photograph by Kristie Calamos

For Julienne Johnson, art imitates life. Colorful and richly textured, they are both things of beauty.
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entering the role, he found that God to the people of his church.
had already prepared the way for the
“I was having too much fun, it
small church to succeed.
wasn’t that much of a challenge,”
“The church just grew tremendous- Mathis said of his role as pastor.
ly,” Mathis said. “It was just an easy
He is thankful for the church’s
thing because (Taylor) students were board and committee members who
so hungry for something . . . The stu- were there to support him, especially
dents were looking for a church. At as a young pastor.
that time there wasn’t much to relate
Mathis spent fifteen years as pastor
to on a Sunday basis.”
at what is now call Upland CommuniThe services, which had been held ty Church (UCC) before he felt it was
in the Lions Club fieldhouse, were time for him to pass on the leadermoved when the church gained ship role. He went on to pastor anothenough members to buy its own er small church, Gaylord Evangelical
Free Church, in
property in Up(The church) found an
Gaylord, Mich. He
land. They built a
house that would opportunity to bring Taylor and stepped down as
head pastor after
serve both as a
the surrounding community
that church also
church and home
together through worship.
for Mathis and his
experienced trefamily. The house had a basement mendous growth and now works as
that served as a youth center and a an associate pastor at the church.
garage that was used as the chapel.
“I learned I can build a church to
“People were always walking into seven or eight hundred people beour house thinking they were walk- cause of the type of personality, style
ing into the church,” Mathis said with and different gifts that God has giva laugh.
en to me,” Mathis explained. “But,
Mathis loved getting to know when a church gets past a certain
community members. He even vol- point, it needs a very different style
unteered with the Upland Fire De- of leadership.”
partment to become more involved.
Although his career started off difIn the evenings, he would let the ferently than he imagined, he would
youth in the area play pool and hang not have been able to discover his
out in his basement, and he would gift for encouraging the growth of
join in the fun.
churches without the detour. Look“The students and congregation ing back on his career, all he can say
loved him,” Roth said. From plan- is, “I’m the luckiest guy around.”
ning field-trips to pulling silly stunts
for them like eating a tube of lipstick,
she recalled how committed he was

Photograph provided by UCC

Jim Mathis, second from the left, gathered with other founding church members for the groundbreaking ceremony.

Personal story, universal message
Julienne Johnson’s journey to
becoming an internationally
known artist is no still life
Julia Oller

2

school and fronted “Sandusky,” a
country rock band named after her
birthplace, for 10 years. A successful
songwriter, Johnson was nominated
for both a Grammy and a Dove Award.
But deep down, art was her first
love.
“My life was music, but I knew that
was a substitute. I knew I was going
back to art school,” Johnson said.
Before her plans were fulfilled, however, the control she thought she had
over her future was yanked from her
hands.
In 2004, Johnson developed an infection that manifested itself in lumps
all over her face, especially around
her eyes. Her friends were afraid to
hug her.
Terrified of living with a distorted
appearance forever, Johnson began
to pray.
“At first the prayers were ‘just don’t
make me grotesque-looking,’” Johnson said.
“After one surgery, it was ‘don’t
let them cut into my eyes and make
it worse.’ By the fourth surgery it
was ‘Lord, I’m yours.’ Just complete surrender.”
A year later, Johnson regained her
health and entered art school, which
she completed in 2009.
She officially launched her career
in 2010, becoming a member of the
exclusive TAG fine arts gallery in Los
Angeles, where she showed her work
for three years.
In 2012, Johnson held her first international exhibition in Doha, Qatar. Surrounded by the stark desert
and the veiled faces of Muslim women, she felt God speak to her in a new
way, since she realized it could be her
face staring out from the black burqa.

Johnson was raised in a predominantly Muslim family, although she
became a Christian at the age of
nine when a friend invited her to Bible camp.
One afternoon at the age of 15,
she came home from school to find
her mother sipping tea with two unknown Middle Eastern men.
“I asked my mom, ‘Who are they?
What do they want?” Johnson said.
“And she replied, ‘You.’”
Although she and her mother
laughed about it at the time, it wasn’t
until her trip to Doha that she realized she was just a step away from
those she passed on the streets.
She believes that it is no coincidence her work has been displayed
in two countries with primarily
non-Christian populations: Qatar
and Thailand.
“You see, it’s the surprise,” she said.
“My last name is Johnson and then
they find out I’m Arab. All of a sudden,
I’m in because I’m family to them and
that opens up doors.”
The spiritual themes in her work—
surrender, hope, loss, joy—spring
from her connection with the Lord,
but she said that nonbelievers are often the ones to catch her subtle hints
of the divine.
“When art is uniquely personal, it
is uniquely universal,” Johnson said.
Beneath her personal story, from
the whisper of a dream to a career doing what she loves, is an ever-expanding faith in an ever-expanding God.
“I’m a piece of work that God is
molding and shaping, and I am where
I am due to his grace and mercy,”
Johnson said said. “I know who I am.
I know where I’d be without him. It’s
amazing what he can do with a life
like mine.”
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Diplomatic Darkness

The U.S. should reestablish diplomatic
relations with Iran to shed more
light on the nation’s intentions for
its nuclear program. Page 5

Phu9bs meets Phubs

Ever wonder what Broho was like three
decades ago? The first Phubs meets the
current Phu9bs, and talks about what it
was like to be the first Phubs. Page 6
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International artist Julienne Johnson
brings a hidden Christian perspective
to her art exhibit, curated by renowned
critic Peter Frank. Page 8
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Coach Bob Davenport coach the
Taylor football team to three consecutive
conference championships. Page 10
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Taylor Sustainability Assistants plan to increase awareness of sustainability on campus.

Efforts to improve
sustainability on
campus encompass
several departments

In an effort to integrate both the economic and environmental aspects of
sustainability, Taylor is beginning
projects to upgrade several facilities
as well as planning a new sustainability major.
Greg Eley, facilities services director,
said several major updates to Rediger
Chapel, the KSAC and Odle Arena will
reduce electricity costs and usage.

Julia Oller

News Co-Editor

The chapel’s outdated HVAC system only has two settings: on or off,
meaning that it either blasts cold air or
heats the building with no in-between.
The new system will be digital, allowing for greater control of the chapel’s
temperature. Not only will the project
make chapel-goers more comfortable,
it will save approximately $10,000–
$12,000 on electricity costs per year.

Rebates from Vectren Corporation and American Electric Power
(AEP) will provide the bulk of the upgrade’s funding.
Other projects include switching the
lights in the KSAC and Odle to LEDs.
According to Eley, supplementing
the change with actions such as turning off lights will save the buildings
Eco(logical) continues on page 2
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Imagine, if you will, the year 2026.
Perhaps there will be flying cars or
a cure for cancer. Hopefully, most of
those reading will have graduated
by then.
What will Taylor University be like
in 2026?
During the past year, an appointed
group of faculty and staff have been
creating a plan of Strategic Directions for Taylor University in 2026,
called the Interim Report. Through
research within the university community, they are attempting to formulate a relevant and meticulous
vision to advance Taylor’s mission.
The Interim Report states, “Together, let’s keep Taylor, Taylor and make
Taylor better—not for our sake, but
for the sake of those whom we are
called to serve.”
President Gene Habecker appointed this 15-member Strategic
Directions 2026 Steering Group in
June 2013. In the past year, the group
met 48 times with more than 1,000
people and polled more than 700
students online to determine and
develop strategic directions. The
group has also hosted three forums
on campus with 10-20 students attending each.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Investing in students
Investing in faculty
Creating faculty-mentored
student scholarship
Implementing the foundational core curriculum
Promoting global engagement and intercultural
competency
Encouraging vocational
development

“The strategic direction entitled
‘Investing in Students’ calls for the
university to secure substantially
more financial resources in the form
of scholarship aid to students,” vice
president for University Advancement Ben Sells said. “These will
be made possible by philanthropic gifts in an effort to make a Taylor education and experience more
*discount
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accessible.”
Along with improvement in student and faculty relations, Strategic
Directions hopes that the foundational core, formerly known as general education requirements, will
become more of a Taylor distinctive.
“The aspiration is for a distinctive core that is highly engaged,
highly integrated and highly innovative,” DeLong said. “There is still
much work to be done by the Foundational Core Committee and the
faculty as a whole to envision what
this will look like.”
In addition to these alternatives,
the Steering Group wishes to see
global engagement and intercultural competency as distinctives at Taylor. The Interim Report cites several
organizations on campus that are already working towards this goal, such
as Taylor World Outreach (TWO) and
the Lighthouse program, but DeLong
says more needs to be done.
“We are going to be better at delivering international, global competency for all students,” said Skip
Trudeau, vice president for Student
Development and member of the
Steering Group.
The Calling and Career Office
sees most of Taylor’s vocational development growth. But the
Interim Report wants to go past
providing this service to creating a deep sense of vocation in
students through curricular and
co-curricular experiences.

The Interim Report recognizes the
strengths and weaknesses of Vision
2016. Some struggles of the 2016 time
period were the economic downturn,
the closing of the Fort Wayne campus and the maintenance of stable enrollment. The Interim Report
points out that communications between faculty and staff suffered as a
result of these problems.

“The strategic direction entitled ‘Investing
in Students’ calls for
the university to secure
substantially more
financial resources in
the form of scholarship
aid to students,”
“2026 is more broad and aspirational than Vision 2016,” Trudeau said.
The Interim Report has six targeted goals in comparison with Vision
2016’s 60.
New threats face the university from
now until 2026, including loss of direct
or indirect governmental support.
After the Interim Report is fully reviewed, a preliminary final report will
be published in January 2015, with the
final report being presented to Habecker and the Board of Trustees in
May 2015.
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“The feedback gathered through
the forums and through other
means will definitely help refine
both the concepts and the language
of the report before it goes to its final form,” said Matt DeLong, math
professor and co-coordinator of the
steering group.
In the past year, the group has derived the foundation of the report to
be “Keep Taylor, Taylor” and “Make
Taylor better.”
Six strategic directions and goals
were developed from their research:
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Nurse with Ebola being
moved to Maryland
cnn.com

“Discussions of spirituality among college students
are some of the most important discussions we
can have.”
Faith beyond learning
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
bbc.com/news

Retiring TSA chief John Pistole in
line to lead Anderson University
indystar.com

One student group made it their
mission to increase awareness of
sustainable principles among their
peers. Nine Sustainability Assistants
(SAs) and one graduate assistant
plan events such as the annual energy competition to help students connect larger ideas to personal actions.
Sophomore Meghan Sulka, an SA
since the program began in the fall
of 2013, advocates for student involvement. Without the SAs’ enthusiasm,
she believes others would not follow.
“People feed off of your motivation
and your inspiration,” Sulka said. “If
you’re in it, you’ve got to be all in.”
Spreading the word about sustainability is one of Guebert’s goals for
sustainability education, as explained

in the EES department’s 2013 vision
document, “Bringing Education for
Sustainability to Taylor University.”
The document lists five objectives
that derive from the EES department’s
recent academic review.
One significant addition to the department is a major in sustainability studies. Still in the developmental
stage, Guebert aims to offer the major for the first time in the fall of 2015.
Although the EES department will
administer the major, it will include
courses from other departments tailored to emphasize sustainability.
“Sustainability is not an environmental science topic,” Guebert said.
“It is in everything.”
Guebert hopes that sustainability

at Taylor will ultimately move beyond
campus to impact the wider community. Some of these connections have
already formed, spreading across
Grant County.
Eastbrook Alternative Energy
Group (EAEG) was created in 2010 to
“promote alternative energy opportunities for the Eastbrook Community School Corporation,” according to
the group’s mission statement. Former director for Taylor’s Center for
Research and Innovation Don Takehara and former sustainability coordinator Kevin Crosby were on the
board for the group.
EAEG was responsible for installing a total of 60 vertical wind turbines on top of three schools and one

community center from Matthews
to Marion.
According to Bill Wiley, president
of Our Town Upland, students from
the Computer Science Department
are also creating a program to interpret the data from the turbines. The
data will be displayed on monitors in
the schools.
“Every time kids come to school,
they see those turbines and it creates
an awareness,” Wiley said.
Whether it involves turning off a
dorm room lamp or analyzing the
wind speed across a 15-mile swath of
Grant County, Sulka is positive about
the state of sustainability at Taylor.
“I think we’re a university filled with
potential,” Sulka said.

Faith beyond learning

relevant issues facing the future of
higher education,” said Kelly Yordy, program services director for the Masters
of Higher Education (MAHE) Program.
This event, hosted by MAHE, is part
of an annual commitment to providing
a forum focused on the most pressing
issues facing colleges and universities.
MAHE graduate Aaron Morrison (’14) returned to Taylor for the
conference.
“I love the study of higher education, and especially the study of how
Christianity and higher education
overlap,” Morrison said.

MAHE trains scholars of higher education to be agents of redemption
and reconciliation wherever they go.
The program aims to look at education holistically in light of the Christian narrative. In addition, MAHE
requires students to take a spiritual
formation class, which focuses specifically on how to help college students in their spiritual development.
“The symposium topic (concerned)
how the higher education experience
orients people to desire certain visions of ‘the good life’ and a just society,” Morrison said. “Discussions of

spirituality among college students
are some of the most important discussions we can have—they’re so
fundamental to how colleges and universities do everything they do.”
Speakers for the symposium included guests from John Brown University,
University of Southern California and
Notre Dame University.
“Our desire is for attendees to bring
these newly explored ideas back to
their campuses, and that ultimately,
the ideas discussed would positively
impact their programs and students,”
Yordy said.

Eco(logical) continued from page 1

Taylor hosts a conference
to discuss impact of higher
education on spiritual health
Ally Horine

News Co-Editor

Taylor hosted a two-day higher education symposium titled “A Faith For
All Generations” on Wednesday and

ISIS ‘nearly driven out of Kobane’

FRIDAY

Mark Driscoll, top megachurch
pastor, resigns
cnn.com

between $10,000 and $15,000.
Integrating sustainability and savings is an imperative of stewarding
the earth, according to chair of the
Earth and Environmental Science
(EES) Department Michael Guebert.
“We don’t make any decision based
on just environmental or just finances, you have to address them both,”
Guebert said.
Student demand guides Taylor’s
sustainability decisions. Eley said
that although there are a number of
projects that would save energy and
money over the long term, they would
require more investment up front. If
students ask for the changes, however, the administration will listen.

Hong Kong ‘ready for
talks with protesters
bbc.com/news
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Thursday. The symposium, which drew
100 attendees, contributed to an ongoing conversation within the university
about faith and higher education.
The dialogue this year focused on
how the college experience affects
faith development and sustainability in the post-college years.
“The purpose of the event was to create a space for colleagues from around
the country to gather and discuss

Azusa Pacific Seminary
Azusa Pacific Seminary at Azusa Pacific University trains men and women for practical, effective
ministry in the Church and in the world.
Featured programs

Jim Burns, Ph.D.

Doug Fields, M.Div.

Author / Speaker / Scholar

Author / Youth Leader

M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership (MATUL)

M.A. in Youth Ministry (MAYM)

Prepare for leadership roles to improve opportunities for the
world’s 1.3 billion urban poor.

This program prepares men and women for the specialized field
of youth and family ministry.

• Choose from two options:

• Learn from leading experts such as Jim Burns
and Doug Fields.

Spend one semester in downtown Los Angeles
followed by two years overseas.
Spend the entire program in downtown L.A.
• Live, serve, and learn in urban poor communities.
• Learn to effect spiritual, social, and economic change.

• Choose from online courses and one-week summer
intensives, or a traditional classroom setting.
• Enhance your education through a combination of academics
and field experience.

Additional programs
Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.) I Master of Divinity (M.Div.)
Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies I Master of Arts (Theological Studies)

Apply today!
Visit apu.edu/seminary/, email gradadmissions@apu.edu, or call (626) 815-4564.
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US could benefit from
reestablishing diplomatic
relations with Iran
Joe Friedrichsen

Photograph provided by: deviant art user fuguestock

Photograph provided by: Wikimedia Commons user: Wsiegmund

Saudi Arabia”s drop in oil prices could help Americans
at the pump, but hurt US economy.

Saudi Arabia
cuts oil prices

spending, according to The Financial Times. If companies cut capital
spending, U.S. oil production growth
will slow and potentially reverse if
prices drop even further.

Lower oil prices could
affect US economy
Julia Camara
Staff Writer

Photograph provided by: flikr user Molly

Dead mouse ‘found in McDonald’s coffee’
(metro.co.uk)

Photograph provided by: Wikimedia Commons user Magnus Manske

California parrot that vanished for four
years returns speaking Spanish: paper
(Reuters)

Photograph provided by: Wikimedia Commons user Ebyabe

New Florida million-dollar home has
nice view, but built on wrong lot
(Reuters)
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Diplomatic darkness

Connecticut Man Accused of ‘Mopping Aggressively’ (Associated Press)

Ninja Turtle-Masked Teen
Accused of Store Robbery
(Associated Press)

Saudi Arabia cuts oil prices.

UNDER THE RADAR

Top five
bizzare news
stories of the
week

Photograph provided by: flikr user Rick Manwaring

“Lower oil prices could help American
consumers due to lower gasoline prices.”

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is lowering its oil prices and encouraging
other OPEC members to do the same.
Saudi Arabia’s strategy is aimed at
denting the U.S.’s soaring oil output.
Many believe this action will send
worldwide oil prices into a downward
spiral. While the results of lower gas
prices in the U.S. provide an economic boost, long-term effects could be
harmful.
According to the Associated Press,
lower oil prices could help American consumers due to lower gasoline prices. However, low oil prices
also hurt the U.S. economy because
of two factors--a weak economy and
stronger dollar. Each factor will result in reduced exports, employment,
spending, and a greater dependence
on foreign oil, rather than on American oil producers. All that, in turn,
could outweigh the economic benefits of cheaper fuel.
Saudi Arabia’s massive price cut is
expected to put a financial strain on
U.S. shale oil producers. While the
Saudis can easily lower prices, the
U.S. cannot.
Oil companies have already talked about cutting back on capital

The U.S., Canada and
Russia are some of Saudi
Arabia’s biggest rivals
in oil production.
Economic experts predict U.S. oil
outputs will continue growing into
next year and possibly even to 2016,
even as oil drill companies consider
reducing budgets. Meanwhile, Saudi
Arabia informed the oil market that
it will permit prices to decrease to as
low as $85 per barrel for the next two
years, a rate not seen since 2008, Reuters reported.
Deborah Gordon, director of the
energy and climate program at the
Carnegie Endowment, sees Saudi
Arabia’s move as a strategy to cause
problems for rival oil producers without hurting allies. The U.S., Canada
and Russia are some of Saudi Arabia’s
biggest rivals in oil production.
“The Saudis seem to have concluded that this could be a game-changer for them,” Gordan said, reported
the Financial Times. “They get several
benefits without hurting the people
they do not want to hurt.”

to have a nuclear weapon. The document confidently stated Tehran was
keeping the option open to developing nuclear weapons. The estimate
also concluded with high confidence
that Iran halted its nuclear weapons
World & National Editor
program in the fall of 2003 primarily
Under the cover of diplomatic dark- due to international pressure.
ness, Iran continues to confound the
The annual threat assessment by
West with its mysterious and contro- the director of national intelligence
versial nuclear program. Following to Congress in early 2010 took a more
the U.S. diplomatic break with Iran stern tone. In contrast to the 2007 esin 1980, the U.S. intelligence commu- timate, the assessment judged that
nity often made worst-case scenario Iran is keeping the option open to
assumptions about Iran’s intentions develop nuclear weapons in part by
due to the absence of communication developing various nuclear capabiliand lack of understanding of their ties. Another point stated Iran’s numotivations.
clear program could prompt other
Limited contact with Iran contin- countries in the Middle East to purues to make it difficult for Washington sue nuclear options.
to discern Iran’s strategic objectives,
The change of tone in just three
even 34 years later. Are they driven years indicates insufficient knowlmore by religious ideology or prac- edge, contributing to the shift in
tical state interests? Is Iran commit- analysis of Iran’s nuclear intentions.
ted to becoming a regional power at The range of knowledge between the
U.S. expense? Or is Iranian leadership, empirical evidence of Iran’s current
under the right conditions, willing to nuclear activities, and the strategic
cooperate with the United States on assessments about its long-term inkey international issues, such as ISIL tentions—some well-documented,
and its nuclear prosome speculative—
gram? U.S. intellihas
created uncerLimited contact with Iran
gence analysts look
tainty about Iran’s
at these sorts of continues to make it difficult nuclear program.
for Washington to discern
questions when tryDue to the
ing to discern Iran’s
long-standing lack
Iran’s strategic objectives,
policy goals and
of access to Iran, it
even 34 years later.
overall intentions.
is unlikely U.S. polU.S. intelligence
icymakers have the
tracks Iran’s foreign relations, social information they need to properly adand economic conditions and devel- dress Iran should it be a threat, or in
opments in the energy sector. Cur- continuing nuclear negotiations with
rent analysis of intelligence is based them. For this reason, the U.S. ought
on information from international to renew diplomatic relations with
institutions, allies with embassies in Iran so it can seek a deeper underTehran and independent academics standing of Iran’s leadership and its
and journalists who engage with a nuclear program.
wide variety of Iranians during travRenewing diplomatic relations
el there. Assumptions about Iranian would be advantageous for the U.S.,
strategic objectives are made from because it would grant access to
intelligence analysis in the form of diplomats, the military and civil
estimates or documents that are the society groups in Iran. As Laipson
authoritative assessments of the di- argues, in order to have communirector of national intelligence.
cation and trust, you must first build
However, limited access to Iran im- relationships.
If Washington eschews relations
pedes the accuracy of intelligence estimates. Ellen Laipson, who worked with Iran, U.S. intelligence analysis
on Iran and other Middle East is- about Iran’s nuclear program will
sues on the National Security Coun- continue to be of lesser value than
cil, points out that U.S. assessments it could be if the U.S. had direct acoccasionally conflict with allies’ esti- cess to Iranian contacts. But until
mates and the findings of the Interna- relations are officially reestablished,
tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), one can only hope that the latest
which has refrained from making a round of nuclear negotiations with
conclusive judgment about whether Iran will produce a deal that satisfies
Iran is developing a nuclear weapons both sides.
program.
As of 2007, according to unclassified judgments of a national intelligence estimate released by the U.S.
government, Iran was not believed
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Phu9bs meets Phubs
Broho reunites with
their roots
Malaina Yoder
Contributor

“We can’t tell you about that. It’s
a secret.”
This phrase is consistently repeated by the residents on the third floor
of Samuel Morris, nicknamed The
Brotherhood (Broho). A sworn secrecy surrounds their floor’s traditions,
but there are a few that aren’t under
wraps. Some of these traditions, like
the selection of the Phubs every four
years, have almost become part of
Taylor culture itself.
“Phubs” is the title given to someone who serves as a leader of Broho during his time at Taylor. As each
Phubs leaves, a new Phubs is chosen
from the freshman class, and he carries the title until he graduates. The
next appointed Phubs carries another
“b” into his title. This year, freshman
Doug Keeling was chosen as the ninth
Phubs, and his official name reads
Phubbbbbbbbbs (or Phu9bs).
At Parents and Family Weekend
this year, Phu9bs had the privilege of
meeting the first-ever Phubs, Todd
Meissner (’84). Phubs approved of
Broho’s choice and said, “I think he’s
embracing the spirit of the Phubs.”
Phubs and his wife, Margie Meissner, visited campus for Parents
Weekend because their daughters,
freshman Kari Meissner and junior
Kristy Meissner, are Taylor students.
Originally, the position of Phubs
wasn’t even a position. Phubs calls
himself the first “victim” of the title.
It was a name that an upperclassman
called him as a joke. The word Phubs
was originally Fubs and technically

Photography by Shannon Smagala

Phu9bs (Doug Keeling, left) meets the original Phubs (Todd Meissner) on Wengatz Appreciation Day.

means “a plump young person or
child,” but it wasn’t used in that context. The F became a Ph because it
looked more “regal.”
“It wasn’t The Phubs. It was just
Phubs,” Phubs said. “And there were
people on campus that never knew
my real name. The person who should
be famous is the second Phubs.” He

made the nickname into a position
after Meissner graduated from Taylor.
Phubs returned to Broho last year
to hand out Taylor towels to the freshmen and believes that Broho remains
very much the same.
This year, Phubs visited Taylor on
Wengatz Appreciation Day, an important tradition to current Broho

members. The tradition of Wengatz
Appreciation Day didn’t even exist
in his day. “We didn’t like Wengatz
at all. There was nothing to appreciate,” Meissner said. Because the rivalry was based on intramurals, it was
more intense.
Phubs has never even set foot
in Wengatz. When his youngest

daughter, Kari, took a Wengatz guy
on a pick-a-date, Phubs said he was
crushed—but he learned to accept it.
His oldest daughter, Kristi Meissner, is dating someone from Broho.
Kristi says they treat her a little like
a celebrity. Her freshman year, they
surrounded Olson and chanted for
her to come out.
“Sometimes they scare me a little bit just because they’re so unpredictable,” Kristi said. However,
she also said that they do a good
job of not overwhelming her with
their craziness.
Margie finds herself in the spotlight
as well. Phubs said somebody once
greeted his wife as “Mrs. Phubs.”
Phu9bs has some exciting plans for
Broho, including a new tradition. In a
classic Broho move, he said, “I can’t
talk about it. Sorry. There are secrets
on Broho.”
He did, however, talk about some of
the changes that he wanted to make,
including combining two floors into
one by taking out the literal floor
between Broho and Sammy Two—
uniting Sammy II and Broho as “Middle Morris.”
Phu9bs also wants to sculpt another statue of Samuel Morris, with himself riding Sammy’s shoulders.
For the final change, Phu9bs said,
“We’re going to put a kneeler in the
lobby of Broho. So that every morning before classes, the brothers could
kneel and pray for Wengatz.”
All joking aside, Phu9bs will be
leading a floor that, while a little eccentric, brings life and character to
campus. Phubs’ advice to Phu9bs and
future Phubs was simple: “I’d remind
him to keep it fun.”
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knowledge as they lead, teach, and walk alongside
others. Explore our programs and discover how
YOU can be part of the spiritual growth and
transformation of God’s kingdom.
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“t’s neat that I get to do what I love doing—
and that’s connecting people,” Berkhalter said.
“I get to connect with alumni individually and
in larger group settings.”
Bringing Taylor home

The Weekly
Bringing
Nugget
Taylor home
October 17, 2014

“Chew on this…”
Will Severns

Dara Berkhalter works
to make Taylor a
lifelong experience
Lexi V. Owen

Columnist

You know the “get to know you” sheets
during syllabus week? We fill them
out every year and one question usually makes me feel bland: Do you have
any hobbies? That question gives me
the same feeling as when Mom and I
pull up behind a “My Son is an Honor
Roll Student” bumper sticker.
When I am asked that question, I
wish I had skills like those of chapel band member Ryan Lanier, Jimmy
Neutron or TJ Detweiller from “Recess.” Today’s Weekly Nugget:
Find a hobby.

Staff Writer

When students graduate from Taylor, they often miss the community
of the school and home they left behind. Taylor alumna Dara Berkhalter
(’02) strives to make Taylor a lifelong
experiences for grads.
As a double Taylor grad, Berkhalter earned a bachelor’s in communication in 2002 and her Master of
Business Administration in 2008.
She went on to build a career working with nonprofit organizations such
as Mission Here and By the Hand Club
in Chicago.
All the while, she kept her alma
mater in the back of her mind. Since
graduating, Berkhalter has continued to serve Taylor by returning to
campus as a class speaker and participating as a member of the alumni
council. Then an executive director
position created a great opportunity for her.
“Ever since I graduated, I always
knew I’d want to come back and work
at Taylor,” Berkhalter said. “It really fit
my passions.”
As the executive director, Berkhalter oversees the alumni program as
well as community and parent relations. She sets the alumni program’s
vision and strategies.
“It’s neat that I get to do what I love
doing—and that’s connecting people,” Berkhalter said. “I get to connect with alumni individually and in
larger group settings… helping them
connect back to their alma mater is
the overarching goal.”
Berkhalter works with the Calling
and Career Office to help make connections between alumni and students. Her responsibilities include
helping Taylor become a lifelong experience for alumni of all ages.
“It’s connecting with people at

Maybe after you graduate
and feel intermittent
tugs towards laziness,
you can turn to your
hobby and make better
use of your time.

Dara Berkhalter is eager to give Taylor alumni the
best Taylor experience after graduation.

all the different levels of their lives,”
Berkhalter said.
Using her connective skills,
Berkhalter has played a major role
in brainstorming and implementing
new ideas to steer the alumni program. One of her major undertakings
has been establishing regional events
designed to bring the Taylor community to alumni across the country.
“The idea is to build a Taylor community in the different cities where
alumni are,” Berkhalter said.
While waiting for this plan to come
to fruition, Berkhalter organized
and planned local activities for each
month. Including the first activity
launched on Aug. 15, the Alumni Office already held twelve successful
events, including a baseball game, a
coffee house for alumni in Indy and a
picnic in the park for families.
“We’ve done some events in

Photograph by Katelyn S. Irons

Florida,” Berkhalter said. “There are
some targeted to just young alumni
(within ten years of graduation), to
different interest groups and to all
alumni. We’ll probably get our first
regional events group going soon.”
In addition, Berkhalter works with
the Alumni Office to update communications. Its website is currently being updated and their Instagram will
be relaunched today.
“At some point, we’d like to brand
the association and come up with a
new name,” Berkhalter said. “Branding our program will help Taylor
alumni feel more connected by explaining how we bring Taylor to
them.”
Berkhalter hopes her efforts will
connect members of the Taylor community for a lifetime--bringing back
old memories and providing opportunities for new ones.

“And whenever the harmful spirit
from God was upon Saul, David took
the lyre and played it with his hand.
So Saul was refreshed and was well,
and the harmful spirit departed from
him.” (1 Samuel 16:23)
This Nugget was largely influenced
by an article from one of my favorite
websites, The Art of Manliness (AOM).
I encourage both men and women to
check it out. In Brett McKay’s AOM article on hobbies, he lists 45 practical
hobbies. In today’s culture, he explains, men and women oftetn come
home from a long day’s work and
about all they can muster is to “veg
out” on the couch for a while. This
runs contrary to years past, when
people looked forward to free time
when they could engage in activities
they were truly passionate about.
However, the 1 Samuel passage
calls to your mind men and women
of the Bible who had hobbies as well.
David played the harp. Four of the
Apostles (James, John, Peter, Andrew)
fished (Matthew 4:18-22). Lydia ran
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a business (Acts 16:14). And I would
more than trust a coffee table made
by Jesus.
Netflix, video games, twiddling your
thumbs—none of these are inherently
wrong, but I encourage you to try one
new hobby this week. Maybe it will be
from the list of 45 hobbies, or maybe
you can brainstorm with your roommate. There are a plethora of personal hobbies you could invest your free
time in at Taylor. What better time to
start a hobby than in college? Maybe
after you graduate and feel intermittent tugs towards laziness, you can
turn to your hobby and make better
use of your time (Ephesians 5:15-16).

Netflix, video games,
twiddling your thumbs—
none of these are
inherently wrong, but
I encourage you to try
one new hobby this
week. Maybe it will
be from the list of 45
hobbies, or maybe you
can brainstorm with
your roommate.
Please do not misunderstand me—
popular options, like television shows
or video games, can be useful for
bonding. During fall break, my best
friends and I worked the GameCube
like it was 2006, and one of our favorite things to do before bed was watch
an episode of “Seinfeld.” I am not
“against” gaming/watching/sitting.
I am more so “instead of.” Go chop
wood, buy a yo-yo or plant something, for goodness’ sake. Do some
research and go live.
And hop to it before all our choices
are reduced to ice fishing.
Will Severns is a senior and just this
second realized he has not had Wonka’s Fun Dip in eight years. Time to
fix that.

Humans of Upland #TaylorU’s
“We love the fall fashion around campus and the way that the changing of
the color of the leaves represents the
changing in people’s hearts. And we
endorse water.”
- Stephen Herman, Scott Etheridge, Drew
Hunsberger, Colson Egli

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS

Photograph by Paige Williams

Sullivan Finlay @hugebluemonster
Ya know, I’m thinkin’ about it, and
this library could really use a nap
section. #needthatnap #tayloru
Grace Foltz @GFoltzinator
Somebody stole my bike lock.
Not my bike. Just the lock.
#wowthanks #newtrend #tayloru
Sean Maynor @SeanM_81
I think all the freshmen just watch
movies in Euler. That’s all I see
them doing at night. Why wasn’t
my freshman year that easy??
#tayloru
David Neel @DangerNeel
Family chapel is like show and tell
in elementary, just pass the baby
around the room instead of the pet
rock. #tayloru
Joe Bialas @joe_bialas
You know you’ve made it when one
of your profs compliments your
mustache #TaylorU

@keithcantrell: It’s all fun and games at #TaylorU over fall
break...Tonight I traded places with DC worker Terrance!

@melissa_jean9: And you my friends are looking at the best O group around!

CJ Komarynsky @CJKomarynsky
ITS A DONUT AND BABY CHAPEL
OMG OMG OMG #tayloru
#bestchapelever

A&E

“This is a bit of a secret,” Janiszewski said. “No
one really ever knows (about the origins of
our band name) because everyone is always
asking who Al is.”
Big Al and the Jungle Cats
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‘Passion and Structure’

to influence, you can only contribute,” Frank said in a talk to students
and faculty on Tuesday.
Johnson admits she doesn’t give
specific meaning to her art, but people find meaning through it. One
of her paintings, “Zephaniah” had
a touching affect on an Hungarian Buddhist.
“(The Buddhist) stood in front of
that painting and couldn’t control
her crying,” Johnson recalled. “She
said, ‘It’s so beautiful. It’s my life.’ I
didn’t know what I was doing, but she
saw something.”
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like (the Shelley poem) ‘Ozymandias,’” Johnson said. “You got the sense
of the old because of the surrounding poverty.”
Ultimately, Johnson’s work is hopeful, but she understands that hope
can only come through God. “I am
full of hope,” Johnson said. “But I am
grieved (with) what is going on in the
world. There is no communication,
it’s not real.”
Johnson pointed to the sky. “It can
only come from this connection,” she
said. She then pointed at me. “And
this connection.”

Ozymandias

Artist Julienne Johnson and curator Peter Frank

Artist Julienne Johnson
brings a unique Christian
perspective with art exhibit
David Seaman
A&E Editor

Aristotle once said, “The aim of art
is to represent not the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance.” Julienne Johnson,
award-winning international artist,
hopes her art embodies this ideal.
As a Los Angeles-based artist who
has lived all over the U.S., Johnson
first studied art at Taylor with the
class of ’64. Her paintings reside in
permanent museum collections and
exhibitions everywhere from Michigan to Thailand, and she has exhibited in Qatar and California.
Renowned art critic and curator

Peter Frank is overseeing a solo
retrospect of Johnson’s work titled
“Structure and Passion: Julienne
Johnson, 2008-2014.” Made possible
by Taylor friends Roger and Naomi Muselman, the exhibit will include 15 to 18 works from previous
Johnson collections such as “Kinexion,” “Touched,” “Ashes for Beauty”
and more. The display opened last
night in Metcalf Gallery and will
close Nov. 7.
Johnson’s work includes mixed
media paintings and assemblage
sculpture. Oil, crayon, graphite and
Chinese ink are mixed in between
many layers of paint and glazes, giving the paintings an abstract but
warm tone. Many contain brushes
stuck to the works, blending in with
the backgrounds. A sculpture from
a salvaged remnant of a devastating

Photograph by Kristie Calamos

fire in Big Bear, Calif., along with
artwork from Johnson’s “Kinexion,”
which relates to communication
through social media, round out
the exhibit.
“By employing collage, Johnson
not only signals her interest in the
world outside the studio, but directly engages that world in her art,” said
Frank, who currently serves as art
critic for The Huffington Post and
associate editor of Fabrik Magazine.
“Her art becomes no mere reflection
of contemporary life, but becomes
a physical part of life’s tissue—and
vice versa.”
Frank sees meaning in art
through the artist themselves. By
producing art as generally and
skillfully as possible, Frank feels
that meaning will not come off as
forced but natural. “You can’t seek

Photograph by Kristie Calamos

“Zephaniah” by Julienne Johnson

“It is a form of worship for me,”
Johnson continued. “God molds me
and shapes me through my work.”
Many of Johnson’s pieces deal with
how she sees the world. Besides her
“Kinexion” series, her piece “Ozymandias,” a layered pink piece, deals with
momentary beauty.
“I was sent to Doha, Qatar, where
women had their faces covered,” she
said. “That changed my work. It became muted, like the color in Doha.
Like everything covered in sand.”
Doha has some of the most beautiful architecture structures in the
world. “But it was all so temporary,

“Passions and Structure” will be
open to the public from now until Nov. 7 on Monday-Friday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m in the Metcalf Gallery. A lecture and discussion titled
“So So SoHo So Long: The Re-Emergence of Art Around America” will
be held today at 4 p.m. in Metcalf
002. On Saturday, Oct. 18, people
can meet Julienne Johnson from
1-2 p.m. in Metcalf Gallery. A book
about Johnson’s works with an introductory essay by Peter Frank
will be published for the exhibition and be available for purchase
in Metcalf Gallery.

than a
Big Al and the Jungle Cats More
contemporary Christian
Singer-songwriter from
South Bend returns
to Indiana for tour
Austin Lindner
Staff Writer
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(from left to right) Zach West, Jon Warren, Dan Clemens, Jeff Janiszewski, and Joel Helms (not shown: Chris Shelor)

Jazz group prowls into
student playlists
Cassidy Grom
Contributor

A one. A two. A one, two, three, four
. . . five. A new jazz quintet, composed of seniors Jeff Janiszewski
(bass), Joel Helms (trombone) and
Chris Shelor (percussion), along
with juniors Dan Clemens (trumpet)
and Jon Warren (keyboard), faces
some changes this year. They have
taken a nontraditional approach
to releasing their first untitled album by gradually introducing singles online.
The jazz quintet, Big Al and the
Jungle Cats, pounced on the opportunity to form last fall and prowl for
their own gigs.The majority of the
founding members were in a jazz
combo class and decided to actively
search for their own gigs. The name
is a homage to a certain Taylor music department chair.
“This is a bit of a secret,” Janiszewski said. “No one really ever knows
(about the origins of our band
name) because everyone is always
asking who Al is. ‘Big Al’ is actually
a homage to Albert Harrison, who
is the director of the Music Department and runs the jazz band. So

we figured we would just throw his
name in the title and (add) Jungle
Cats because, why not?”
Early on, the band played in a
variety of venues as a septet. This
year, however, the loss of two of
their saxophone players removed
a woodwind presence. They will
continue to play this year, still covering rock charts, jazz and swing,
but the absence of woodwinds will
give them a more Latin color and
brass-influenced sound.
Instead of producing a full album,
the band is slowly releasing a series of
singles through its Facebook page. It
is a suitable strategy for a pick-andchoose generation.
“People can listen to our music
online; they can download it for free.
Take what they want, leave what they
don’t,” Janiszewski said.
The songs were originally recorded live at an event last spring in the
Recital Hall. The idea was to give a
taste of what the group had been
performing for the 2013-14 school
year. The live audience added the
dynamic to perform such an improvisational art.
Since then, they have digitally refined and released two songs: “Work
Song” and “Summer Samba.” “Work
Song” is a 1960’s song by famous
saxophonist Cannonball Adderley.

Its catchy melody has a slight blues
feel. The band members enjoyed
this piece, because it showcased almost every member and gave them
a chance to solo. “Summer Samba”
brings the swing with a classic chill
jazz feel.
Big Al members are particularly
excited about their upcoming single
“Have You Met Miss Jones?”
“It was a pretty difficult piece to
learn,” Helms said. “The melody was
very nice, but it was all the intricate
harmonies throughout it. Overall,
it was a crowd pleaser, because it
sounded like real jazz and not beginner jazz.”
The group hopes to have a total of
six singles available to listeners within the next few months.
As for Big Al’s future, the group
plans to play for the Indiana Farm
Bureau Banquet in November. They
hope to perform some in-house
shows to feed Taylor students’ growing interest in jazz.
“I think there has definitely been
a revival in swing and in getting
classy that has helped us,” Janiszewski said.
Fans can check out Big Al and the
Jungle Cats singles on their Facebook page.

Josh Garrels has never been a conventional Christian music artist. In
fact, in multiple interviews, the singer-songwriter refused the contemporary Christian label entirely.
Garrels prefers to think of his music
as an expression of his faith, hope and
longing rather than a brand of music
engineered specifically for Christian
audiences. Declining to sign with a
major record label, Garrels has been
independently producing and distributing his uniquely-styled music since
the early 2000s.
Consistent with his unconventional way of tackling the Christian
music industry is his unconventional rise to recognition. Both stylistically and visually, Garrels is
far from the typical clean-cut stereotypical Christian singer. He is a
self-proclaimed former skate punk
from South Bend, Ind., who struggled through adolescence and was
involved with dealing drugs in high
school, according to an interview
with NPR. Music became Garrels’
artistic outlet for times of personal
crisis, hurt and spiritual need. This
comes out in the surprising honesty of his lyrics.
Garrels has continued to achieve
recognition within both secular
and Christian music communities,

especially since the release of his first
“bedroom recording” album in 2002.
In 2005, the songwriter co-founded
his label, Small Voice Records, and released eight albums to date. Garrels’
latest full-length album “Love & War
& the Sea in Between” was named
the No. 1 album of 2011 by Christianity Today.
Garrels resonates with such a
large audience of Christians and
non-Christians alike because of his
vulnerable, melodic songwriting
style. Although his main genre is
folk, he has been able to successfully blend a variety of influences from
hip-hop to bluegrass into his sound
throughout his career.
The main reasons Garrels seems
to garner such fan loyalty is his
outlook on lyrical honesty, music
and faith. Shying away from the
Christian clichés so often used in
the contemporary Christian genre,
Garrels prefers to use personal lyrics, viewing his music as his expression of faith.
“The two things are so fused that
it’s not just one feeding off the other or complimenting the other, but
they’re sort of synonymous,” he said
in an interview with InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship. “(My music)
is not the picture of my faith, it’s the
thing itself.”
Garrels is currently touring the
Midwest with special guest performer Will Reagan. He will be taking the stage of The Deluxe at Old
National Centre in Indianapolis on
Oct. 23.

OPINIONS

We can cease our striving and be still, for our
inherent worth comes from being created in
the image of God and being loved by God.
The fleeting silence
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A letter to December and January graduates
Life after college instills great
fear in soon-to-be graduates
Meredith Sell (’14)
Taylor Staff Contributor

As college’s end nears, the world
looks less exciting and more frightening than it did at the end of high
school. You realize college is like an
ocean liner on rocky seas and leaving
is like trusting your life to an inflatable duck.
You spend your spare time looking at job ads, obsessing over your
resume, wondering if anyone really knows how to write a cover
letter. You debate between going home or embarking on a new
adventure in a new place. You
Google apartments and wonder
whether you’ ll be able to make
rent while also paying for water,
electricity, car insurance, food,
gym membership, etc.

Questions runs through your
head (Can I handle this? Am I ready?
Should I just stay another semester?), but you feel like you can’t ask
anyone, because graduating early
was your decision and everyone’s
so excited for you and expects such
great things—and though pressure
to live up to everyone’s expectations
is crippling, you can’t possibly let
out that you have no idea what the
heck you’re doing.
Take the time right now to relax.
Inhale, exhale.
I know you’re in a tough spot, but
take it from someone who’s been
there—freaking out is not in your
best interest.
Last year, I was in your shoes, and I
panicked. Looking at the post-college
world, I had few words, and most of
them were synonymous with “yikes.”
I wasn’t ready to leave college ( few
actually are). Though I had a solid resume and no shortage of jobs to apply

to, I psyched myself out to the point
that I didn’t think I was qualified for
any of the jobs.
I was living by fear and walking by
sight, and it tore me up on every level:
physically, emotionally and relationally. I spent most of my last semester
at Taylor scrolling through my Twitter feed and reading articles to distract myself from the list of jobs and
internships I was convinced would
never be mine.
Don’t follow my path. Seriously,
chill. Put your relationship with God
before your relationship with Indeed
and, as you submit application after application, rest in the truth that
whether or not an employer wants
you, God already has you and he’s
not letting go.
Post-grad life is hard, and you
may not get a job right away (I
didn’t)—but whatever happens,
God has a purpose. Looking back, I
can see how God worked in my life

The fleeting silence
Peace in silence is a
necessary time for all
Amy Peterson
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St. Meinrad Archabbey sits on the line
between Eastern and Central time. As
we hurried from the fifteen-passenger vans to the bathrooms, my phone
flipped back and forth. It’s 3:45. It’s
4:45. It’s 3:45 again. We had landed
somewhere outside of time, and that
seemed perfectly fitting.
I visited St. Meinrad for the first
time last month with a group of Taylor students taking an overnight silent
retreat. We drove four hours through
heavy traffic around Indianapolis and
through miles and miles of dry yellow
cornfields, flat farmland giving way
to rolling hills as we neared the Kentucky border. The thick green forest,
splatter-painted red, bent over us as
the road wound toward the abbey, encasing us for a moment in a hushed
tunnel of leaves.
As we settled into our guest rooms
and scattered across the extensive
abbey grounds—to the prayer chapel, the bench by the lake, the sunshine
in the graveyard, the well-tended garden—I thought about why we were
there. On a weekend crowded with
social events and many responsibilities, from wing events and pick-adates to research papers and exam
preparation, why had we asked these
students to leave it all behind for silence? Why had we asked them to
leave their duties and relationships,
spending two days accomplishing
. . . nothing?
We brought them to St. Meinrad
because there’s a danger in being
high-achieving students at the best
liberal arts college in the Midwest.
There’s a danger in wanting to change
the world for God. There’s a danger in
the multiplicity of good leadership opportunities available to Taylor students.
There’s a danger in the (legitimate and
important) call to be good stewards of
the many gifts they’ve been given.

The danger is that they may forget
they are dust. They may begin to believe their spiritual worth is somehow
dependent on their success, accomplishments and leadership capabilities.
When they can’t keep all their juggling
balls in the air, they maylose faith in
their value to the kingdom of God.
Or they may succeed, and begin
to believe that the kingdom of God
depends on their successes, their
unceasing labor. But God calls us
to silence and to Sabbath rest as reminders that we are not gods, that the
fate of the world does not depend on
us and that our value is not related to
our work. We can cease our striving
and be still, for our inherent worth
comes from being created in the image of God and being loved by God.
A silent retreat reinforces the essential lessons of the Sabbath. We
brought students to St. Meinrad to
help them remember that they matter
despite what they do or don’t accomplish. That they are loved regardless of
what they achieve. That they need to
listen as much as they need to speak.
That they need to be still as much as
they need to act. That they can succeed or fail, and God’s kingdom will
still prevail. That they are dust, but
they are deeply loved by God.
We brought them to St. Meinrad for silence, for a chance to slow
down and listen to their lives instead
of being ruled by the frantic pace
of college life that always asks for
more, that demands that they prove
themselves over and over again. We
brought them to St. Meinrad’s to remind them that they were created for
kairos, time outside of time. Regardless of what they do with their lives,
their vocation is simple: to be made
new. To live full and flourishing human lives. To be.
The chronos we live in, temporal
time, is fading away, but we are all
being made new. A weekend spent
accomplishing “nothing” but being
with God might be the perfect way
to remember we are loved apart from
our accomplishments.

•
The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices on Taylor
University’s campus fairly and without bias and to be a vehicle
of accurate and pertinent information to the student body. The
Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion about
relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change on our campus.

when I left campus in January and
moved to New York City for a parttime, unpaid internship. The people I got to know there spoke into
my life and encouraged my faith in
powerful ways. Had I kept close to
God before and during that experience, the whole process of leaving
Taylor and entering the “real world”

would have been much less stressful
and much more peaceful.
I hope you do better than I did. I
hope you have peace in your transition. Peace that allows you to step
boldly into your future, however unsure, and take on the waves with your
eyes on Jesus, trusting that he’ll keep
you from sinking.

Your future is on the horizon.

Photograph provided by Pixabay

Discovery in the unknown
Clara Loisch
Contributor

Dear Self,
Remember your first moment on campus,
your footprint beside four thousand others?
Remember this alien world
in which your fears and hopes like a flower unfurled,
petals torn by a wind of dark colors?
You were a bundle of nerves,
your anxieties and concerns
thrown into a mixer,
blended to a pulp, gotten down with one gulp . . .
you wished for some magic elixir.
At first, you tried too hard to meet everybody.
The boundary between social and reserved
melted under pressure, ran like smudged ink, blurred,
and left you humming notes lonely and melancholy.
You waved on a banner—your A-plus standard,
when all you needed was to do your best.
So you played your own parent,
and told yourself, “Don’t get stressed.”
It’s just a Bib Lit test.
The homework started to pile up;
like your unwashed laundry, you’d never bother,
wishing you could run your assignments
through the washer.
Yet time management proved key,
and after turning in a paper,
its thought just a vapor, you felt free.
You were wise to look into
the free resources waiting for you,
ready to help you succeed.
The Writing Center offered an A-plus guaranteed:
learn to speed-read or study up on Walter Reed
or print off that paper in an hour of need.
The Archives, that musty place with cobwebs
and book-dust, was a treasure trove to you.
You dug into those files like chests of gold,
and, for some reason, the digging never got old,
but lit in conflagration your flaming imagination.
It wasn’t all just work and study;
you found yourself a workout buddy
and toured each campus hall.
You couldn’t wait for your parents to call.
But best of all,
you watched from the stand
the football players get muddy, a little ruddy and
the Trojans cream their competition
to the blasts of the pep band.
I remember you thinking
how you loved all the learning.
The lectures, the talks, the speakers.
And while some would complain,
“This class is a pain,”
you looked up to your teachers.
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Time doesn’t slow down until we rest.
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Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting
your own letter-to-the-editor to Adam_Kelly@taylor.edu by
Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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So here you are now,
near the end of the semester,
hoping next year will be better.
Maybe you’ll join an intramural,
or make your singleness plural.
You’d like to write more letters
and bring all your fall sweaters
and learn something new like Chinese checkers.
But most important of all,
as on Taylor’s purple-fringed tide
you rise and fall,
you will keep Christ at the center of it all.
Maybe at the end of your lifespan,
yourself a journalist you will call.
You’ll say, “Here at Taylor
was where it all began.”

TROJAN NATION

“It is a very prestigious meet with some very tough
competition, though I believe we have one of the
deepest teams in conference.”
Women dominate at NAIA preview
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TU’s senior runners spur the women’s XC team onto a successful season.

Women dominate
at NAIA preview
Berends leads Trojans to
a second place finish

Photograph by Josh Adams

Quarterback Jonathan Keith hurled four touchdowns in Saturday’s contest.

Trojans conquer Concordia

years. The senior class, according to
coach White, helped turn the program around and is continuing to
DJ Lindquist
lead in multiple ways.
Lashbrook’s career day
“Seniors Allison Steinbeck, Elaine propels Trojans to a victory
Contributor
Schmeltz, Jenna Norris and Laura
The Taylor women’s cross country Liechty have continued to be leadLincoln Reed
team placed second in the NAIA pre- ers both spiritually and physically and
Contributor
view meet on Saturday.
have helped change the direction of
Freshman Alex Berends led the way this program,” White said.
The Taylor football team improved its
with her third-place finish, posting a
season record to 3-3 after a strong 43time of 18:13. Next to finish for the
21 win against Concordia on Saturday.
Trojans was senior Allison Steinbeck
The offense struggled to find the
with a time of 19:14, followed by juend zone early in the game, but
nior Jane Hawks at 19:16, senior Elaine
the Trojan defense kept the game
Schmeltz with 19:18 and junior Anissa
scoreless until Concordia rushed
Richards at 19:27 to round out the top
for a touchdown with 1:52 left in the
five for the Trojans.
Berends has also been a key con- first quarter.
The meet featured talented teams, tributor this season with severIn the second quarter, senior quarincluding five of the top nine teams al top finishes in conference. She terback Jonathan Keith evened the
in the NAIA.
placed third out of 312 runners in score when he connected with ju“It is a very prestigious meet the last meet and continues to re- nior receiver Caleb Nicely for a 19with some very tough competition, ceive Crossroads League honors for yard touchdown that tied the game
though I believe we have one of the her impressive performances over 7-7. The Trojan defense stiffened and
deepest teams in conference,” said the past month.
didn’t allow another Concordia lead.
head coach Quinn White. “Overall,
“Alex is a very strong frontrunner
Taylor’s offense refused to relent for
I am impressed with this team’s de- and is definitely contributing early the remainder of the game and accumusire to maximize their talent all for for this team,” White said.
lated a season-high 366 passing yards.
the glory of God”.
Taylor will travel to the Great Lakes Junior receiver Shawn Lashbrook led the
The Trojans have one of the stron- Invite Oct. 25 in Grand Rapids, Mich. Trojans with a career game, logging eight
gest teams in Taylor’s history, with
receptions for a career-high 198 yards renine out of the 10 top team scores of
ceiving and four touchdowns.
all time coming from the last three
“We gave ourselves a scare in the

“I believe we
have one of the
deepest teams
in conference.”

first quarter,” Lashbrook said. “We
started really slow but finally opened
up the passing game and started airing the ball out, got some big chunks
of yard and began rolling a little bit.”
The Mid-States Football Association (MSFA) named Lashbrook
the Mideast Offensive Player of the
Week. He credits his success to Taylor’s coaching staff and the skill of
his quarterbacks, Keith and junior
Michael Miller.
“The coaches made great play calls
and put me in a position to succeed,”
Lashbrook said. “The quarterbacks
were getting the ball out on time,
putting it on the money, making it
easy for me.”
Taylor utilized its running game for
103 total rushing yards and one touchdown. Junior Kennedy Hill led the
Trojans with 69 yards on the ground,
and Miller recorded the Trojans’ lone
rushing touchdown.
The defense held Concordia to 21
points and kept the Cardinal offense
from scoring in the entire fourth
quarter. Senior linebacker Dan McKenna led the defense with 11 total
tackles while junior safety Adam

The Echo Sports
NEWS STORIES/
PHOTOS
QR READER

Sauder also helped shut down the
Cardinal offense with 10 tackles of
his own. Senior safety Taylor Borst
notched a 26-yard interception return, while fumble recoveries by junior Tyler Mills and freshman Jace
LaMunyon left Concordia’s offense
with no answers.

“We started really
slow but finally
opened up the
passing game
and started airing
the ball out, got
some big chunks
of yard and began
rolling a little bit.”
The win over Concordia places Taylor at 1-0 in Mideast League standings.
The Trojans will take on 2-0 conference rival Robert Morris on Saturday
in a battle for the league lead. Kickoff
for the Homecoming game is at 1 p.m.
Saturday at New Stadium.

Athlete of the Week

Shawn Lashbrook
Year

Junior

Hometown

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Position

Wide Receiver

Favorite pump up song

“Phantom of the Opera” soundtrack

Funniest teammate

Robby Robbins

Best football memory

Grabbing game-winning touchdown reception vs. Lane College

Key stat

MSFA Mideast Offensive Player of the Week

Photography by Josh Adams

CHAMPIONS

“I had it in my head when I came in: we would
be a Christian football team. But we would
be the meanest Christian football team in the
game.”
A winning spirit
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A winning
spirit

One of Taylor’s winningest
coaches impacted off
the field as well
Chris Yingling
Sport Editor

Winning a championship is a gigantic accomplishment for any collegiate
coach. For a whole year, his champion squad is considered the best in its
conference and he holds bragging
rights over his closest rival coaches.
But in 1962, 1963 and 1964, Taylor’s
head football coach Bob Davenport
held those rights through three conference championships in a row.
Under Davenport’s leadership,
those years’ teams played a dominating style of game that focused
on strong football while respecting
their opponents.
“I had it in my head when I came
in: we would be a Christian football team,” Davenport said. “But we
would be the meanest Christian football team in the game. We saw other
teams straying away from the conservative Christian principles that
our team held, so we always wanted
to smack them in a way to say that
Christians can play football.”
Davenport, a former All-American
from UCLA, played football professionally in Canada after his collegiate
days. After sustaining a career-ending knee injury, Davenport was
forced to retire from the game he
loved—though his hiatus would be
short-lived.
Davenport spoke to Taylor basketball coaching icon Don Odle
about the coaching vacancy. Under
Odle’s persuasion, he took the head

Photograph provided by The Ilium via Taylor Archives

Davenport’s style of coaching led to three straight conference championships.

coaching position, becoming the
youngest college coach in America
at the time.
He started coaching the Trojan
football team in 1956 and immediately brought in a new philosophy of
discipline, self-control, decision-making and teamwork. In addition to the
things that the sport taught students,
Davenport strived to lead a team
grounded in Christian ethics.
“We played rough-and-tough football at Taylor, but we also wanted to
spread the ministering side of it too,”
Davenport said. “Some teams and
coaches didn’t provide the same
politeness and courtesy to us. And
when they acted that way, it was
always the final nail in the casket.
Rough and tumble on Saturdays, nice
on Sundays.”
The championship teams posted
records of 7-2, 5-2-1 and 5-3 respectively. Davenport’s play-calling was
versatile and morphed to fit the type
of team he had recruited.
He developed a high-powered aerial attack around his great quarterbacks and a punishing run offense
around his star running backs. The
defense consistently pursued the
ball and forced turnovers against rival teams.
But Davenport’s biggest accomplishment does not lie in the trophies
and accolades. The former coach
considers his greatest achievement to
be the development of young Christian football players.
After a game, Davenport led his
men to Youth for Christ rallies
where he spoke, players gave their

testimonies and the group sang a
special song about how God blessed
them to be football players. He discouraged the atmosphere of lewdness and vulgarity that comes with
the sport of football and taught his
“boys” to be men of God before football players.
“He brought an aura to Taylor that
we haven’t had since,” recalls former
player and current Regional Director of Development Nelson Rediger.
“Players came from all over because
they wanted to play for Davenport.
And he’d never sit on the sidelines.
He’d be out there in shorts doing the
drills with guys.”
In 1964, Davenport led the first
Wandering Wheels bicycle trip, which
included several students from his
football team, soon following it with
a cross-country bike tour. Davenport
retired from football and pursued
Wandering Wheels as a full-time job.
His bike tour business and ministry
remains in Upland today.
Davenport left Taylor as one of the
most successful football coaches in
the program’s history. His three-time
championship football squads set an
incredible precedent for future teams.
Finding talented players was one of
his greatest gifts as a coach, and he
always knew how to get a win.
Yet Davenport’s legacy will not be in
his trophies, but in the ethical standards, he established in every member on his football team.
“I wasn’t there to just coach football,”
Davenport said. “I was there to train
young men to be men of God. It was
my ministry.”

Photograph by Shannon Smagala

Davenport remains involved in the Upland community.

2014 Taylor Athletic Hall of Fame Inductees
Kyle Keck

Sports Writer
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Bob Blume

Jeff Meyer

Liz Plass Martin

Tim Burkholder

Bob Blume led the Taylor men’s tennis team to
its first NAIA National Tournament appearance,
as well as being elected to the NAIA National
Tennis Tournament Committee. Prior to his induction to the NAIA Tennis Hall of Fame, Blume
was named the National Tournament Director
and President of the NAIA Tennis Coaches Association. After a successful coaching career at
Taylor, Blume has since been involved in Promise Keepers and Man4Man Ministries.

Jeff Meyer (’76) notched 36 years of coaching
men’s basketball. Meyer was a seasoned coach
at the NAIA and NCAA Division I levels where he
served as a head and assistant men’s basketball coach. With a 679-415 record, Meyer has
coached teams to 13 NCAA Tournaments, three
Elite Eight appearances, two Final Fours and
one National Championship game. Meyer spent
16 seasons at Liberty University, where he won
259 games, making him the all-time winningest
coach in Liberty history.

Liz Plass Martin (’05) competed for the Trojan women’s basketball team. A storied player,
Plass Martin was chosen as a First-Team NAIA
All-American her senior year. She was a twotime Kodak All-American, a two-time FirstTeam All-MCC player and was honored with the
Lady Trojan Award. As if those prestiges weren’t
enough, Plass Martin netted 2,183 career points
as a Trojan, which solidifies her as the all-time
leading scorer for the Taylor women’s basketball program.

Tim Burkholder will be inducted for Meritorious Service, which includes 27 years spent as
Taylor’s faculty athletic representative. Not only
was Burkholder the faculty athletic representative, but he also volunteered as the game clock
operator at every Taylor men’s basketball home
game since 1970. To add to Burkholder’s accolades, he spent 17 years on the NAIA National
Awards and Hall of Fame Committee, as well
as 13 years as the chairperson of the TU Athletic Committee.

“It’s ‘Les Miserables’ meets ‘Harry Potter’

Young Alums

with the protagonist as the Tenth Doctor.”
Out of ‘Ashes’

TheEchoNews.com

Where God’s rope begins

The Smith family at the 2013 Betsy Smith 5k Memorial run.

How Smith family,
Taylor students partner
with local ministry to
create lasting impact
Ally Horine

News Co-Editor

Meet the Smiths.
With three children who attended Taylor and one currently attending, they have left a mark inside and
outside the Taylor community. Their
three daughters, Heidi, Betsy and
Mary K., were committed to many
Taylor programs, including ReaLife ministries.
ReaLife ministries, located at
the Marion Boys and Girls Club,
focuses on the discipleship and
m entoring of urban chi l dren
from kindergarten through fifth
grade. Each Tuesday night, a
group of Taylor students lead
their gatherings. Meetings include games, Bible study, small
group and a meal.

Photograph provided by thebetsyrun.com

In 2006, Betsy Smith planned
to graduate and move to The Safe
House in Marion—an extension of
ReaLife’s Tuesday night gatherings
where children could come for mentoring and discipleship.
“Betsy was very passionate about
ministering to the needy, underserved children,” said her mother,
Jeanie Smith.
But Betsy never moved into the
house. In 2006, her senior year, she
and five other members of the Taylor community died in an automobile
accident.

“Betsy was very passionate
about ministering to the
needy, underserved children
“Our hearts have always been burdened for what Betsy was planning
to do and accomplish for the ministry God had given her after Taylor,”
Jeanie Smith said. “Part of that was
to continue with ReaLife after she

Chandler Birch snaps a selfie with a new fan at New York Comic Con.

graduated. We believe in this ministry
because of what our daughters have
told us about it. They shared with us
about the differences they saw in the
children, and we saw differences in
them. “
Though Betsy was unable to carry out her plans, the family found
a way to honor her memory and
the ministry.
Each fall, a memorial 5K called the
Betsy Run is held to commemorate
Betsy and her compassion for people. Many Taylor students and faculty participate in this event. Of the
proceeds raised, two-thirds are donated to a charity that provides legal
help to victims of abuse in in Macon
County, Ill. The other third are donated to ReaLife.
“We are so grateful for the love and
support of the Smith family,” said
ReaLife co-director Landon Stuart.
“Their support provides us with many
opportunities, including the ability
to run the vans that are so crucial to
our ministry.”
Taylor students load into the
aforementioned vans every week
and drive to the Marion Boys and
Girls Club for their Tuesday night
gatherings. Before arriving at the
club, they pick up many children
who otherwise may not have a ride.
Much like school busses, each van
drives a fixed route and is equipped
with a certain set of kids and Taylor students.
“Through our consistent routes,
we formed close relationships with
a few kids,” Taylor alum and former
co-director Becky Jacobs (’14) said.
“In a lot of ways, they became our
friends. I had many conversations
with them about rap music or homework. When they show that they love
and enjoy you, it’s really special. You

Photograph provided by Chandler Birch

Out of ‘Ashes’
Recent Taylor grad
Chandler Birch ready
for the literary world
David Seaman
A&E Editor

Chandler Birch (’14) graduated from
Taylor’s professional writing program and recently won an inaugural
student novel writing contest for Simon451, a brand-new imprint of book
publishing giant Simon & Schuster focusing on science fiction and fantasy.
Birch’s novel “Ashes” has a speculated
release date for next fall and will be
published in e-book form.
The Simon451 contest Birch won
contained pieces from young writers all over the nation. After narrowing the field down to 10 finalists,
Simon451 chose the story with the
most potential. “Chandler’s manuscript seemed to have a really good
grasp of fantasy genre. It had the most
detailed and consistent worldbuilding,” said Sophia Jiminez, Simon451’s
editorial assistant for “Ashes.” “Chandler’s (work) stood out because the
world stuck with us.”
And what a world it is.
“It’s Les Miserables meets Harry
Potter in Atlantis with the protagonist as the Tenth Doctor, but as a

teenager,” mused Birch in a Skype interview. “‘Ashes’ is the main character
and gets in way over his head.”
What led the recent Taylor grad to
write a massive fantasy novel with a
unique plot? “It started out summer
after my freshman year, 2011,” Birch
said. “I started writing out bits of it in
an episodic format . . . I put them into
‘chapterettes’ on my blog, kind of just
kicking the story around.”
This episodic writing stemmed
from Birch’s steady childhood diet of
comic books, television and cartoons.
“I wanted to try doing a short format
that combines to form a longer story,”
Birch said. Frustrated that his episodic format wasn’t working, he dropped
the concept for a time. Writing on and
off up until his senior year, Birch flirted with different types of writing. But
he couldn’t seem to finish any drafts
of the story—until last February.
“I saw a contest . . . Simon & Schuster was putting on for students writing fantasy,” Birch said. The first entry
required a student to submit 50 pages and a summary of where the book
was going. For Birch, it was the wakeup call he needed and a great excuse
to do more writing.
After writing 50 pages in 15 days,
Birch submitted his work March 15.
Exactly a month later, on April 15, he

found out he was one of the 10 finalists. The entire book needed to be
submitted by Sept. 1.
“That was a daunting task because
in between those dates I had to graduate, write a book and plan and then
execute marriage,” Birch said (he is
happily married to fellow Taylor grad
Kelsey (Losey ’14). “I succeeded in all
of those.”
Over the summer, Birch typed almost nonstop. “That was intense . . . it
was very, very difficult. Got up around
5 a.m. every morning,” Birch said. In
between wedding preparations and
graduation, the young writer was able
to squeeze in around half an hour of
writing a day.
“Every weekday I was aiming to hit
2,000 words a day, every weekend
around 5,000. At least once every day
to keep up momentum,” Birch said.
Birch’s revision style was a unique
one. “I basically started the story
at page 1 all over again and wrote
through it to the end, regardless of the
previous drafts I had done.” His hard
work paid off in the end: he finished
the story on time, at 160,000 words
(close to 640 pages). Now all he had
to do was wait.
“September 22 was the date they
told us to expect the announcement,” Birch said. Bracing himself for

realize the difference you’re making,
and you’re learning so much about
them and yourself.”
Many of the ReaLife children suffer from familial and economic issues. According to Indiana Youth
Institute, in 2013, 49 percent of students in Grant County Schools received free or reduced lunch.
“Their home lives are very rough,”
Stuart said. “Our hope in spending time with them is to teach them
about God and to inspire them to
know they are loved and worthy.”
Taylor students often bring the kids

“The children of ReaLife have
such authentic personalities
and are a constant reminder
of why we do what we do.”
to campus for extra time with them.
In doing so, they hope to build relationships that create lasting change.
Betsy’s younger sister, Heidi Smith,
recalls her involvement with ReaLife
and how getting involved still impacts
her today. Upon graduation, she accepted a teaching position in the
south side of Chicago.
“I learned invaluable lessons about
children and families in urban poverty,” Heidi said. “I felt very prepared to
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face my first year of teaching, largely
due to the lessons I learned by being
a part of the ministry.”
Though it has been about 10
years since Betsy was involved with
ReaLife, the ministry continues to impact students today.
Sophomore Ashlyn Mortensen began volunteering with ReaLife this semester. After spending several weeks
at the Boys and Girls Club, she connected with a girl named of Aliya.
“One night as I was saying goodbye to Aliya, I got down on my knees
so I could be at her eye level, and she
screamed ‘I love you’ as she danced
around me,” Mortensen said. “I was
able to see and understand first
hand why Jesus commanded, ‘Let
the little children come unto me.’
The children of ReaLife have such
authentic personalities and are a
constant reminder of why we do
what we do.”
Betsy’s impact lives on through
many. She concluded her personal mission statement with this: “At
the end of my rope, God’s rope just
begins. I must give my life away to
truly find it. Always remember that I
am only working for an audience of
One.” Taylor students and the Smith
family have found a way to give back
to their surrounding communities.

Photograph provided by thebetsyrun.com

Taylor students wear ReaLife t-shirts at the 2013 Betsy Smith 5k Memorial run.

disappointment, Birch instead won
the contest.
“Ashes” will be released next fall in
e-book format. “Not a lot of publishers are able to publish someone like
me because it’s too risky. E-book publishing is safer, not as much risk in
loss of sales,” Birch said.
Because “Ashes” is so large, Birch
and his editor Sophia Jiminez are
thinking of splitting it into two books.
“We have one book on contract at the
moment,” Jiminez said. “The first, tentatively, in a series.”
Birch, along with the rest of Simon451, promoted his work last
week at New York Comic Con. “I was
there just to be a fresh and excited
face,” Birch said. The event involved
a booth where people were encouraged to take selfies with Simon451 authors, including “X-Files” star Gillian
Anderson.
Birch drew on his immense knowledge of fantasy and experiences at
Taylor to draw the plot for “Ashes.”
“The plot is complicated. The largescale plot is this terrorist group trying
to overthrow the current ruling party,” Birch said. “We have an audacious,
clever orphan who in the course of
staying alive ticks off a lot of people
who want him dead. It’s blatant lies
and having fun with what can you
make a person believe.”
A steady string of RPG, movies and
television influenced “Ashes.” One
of the original ideas from “Ashes”
came from “Tangled,” Birch admitted. “When Flynn Rider is doing his
backstory and he’s like, ‘I was an orphan and I read about Flynn Rider—’

Oh, there’s an idea! I pay tribute to the
trickster and manipulator type.”
Unfortunately, the fantasy genre
is known for cases of unoriginality. “A lot of them ape Tolkien,” Birch
explained. “Dragons, orcs, elves,
dwarves . . . that’s fine, but it’s very
lazy.” Birch wanted to play with the
established fantasy tropes and create his own voice. “I’m drawing on
what I’ve read in fantasy all my life
and tugging on them a little bit, reshaping them into something interesting and new.”
The professional writing classes Birch took at Taylor were invaluable to him. Professors such as Aaron
Housholder, Dennis Hensley and Pamela Jordan-Long helped develop his
writing style.
“To say that I am proud of Chandler
for winning the Simon & Schuster national novel writing contest would be
a big understatement,” said Hensley,
current director of the Professional
Writing Department and teacher of
Birch’s commercial fiction writing
class. “I’m ecstatic about that. However, I’m not surprised by it. Chandler
is creative, hard working, talented, inventive and diligent.”
What does the future hold for this
talented writer? Birch admits he
has nothing planned but has several ideas. “Ashes” ends with a sequel
hook, and Birch hopes the book will
do well enough for a second novel.
“If they’re willing to stick with me
after the second book, I’ll give them
seven,” Birch said. “There are ideas for
a sequel and more after that.”

Photograph provided by Chandler Birch

New York Comic Con allowed Birch to connect with those who might become his first readers.

